
Penalization with fines (which entailsPenalization with fines (which entails
millions in losses for particular truckmillions in losses for particular truck
drivers and companies);drivers and companies);

withdrawal of drivers’ licenses;withdrawal of drivers’ licenses;

incarceration.incarceration.

The software that generates the tachograph files is proprietary: theThe software that generates the tachograph files is proprietary: the
source code source code is opaque. is opaque. The correctness of the tachograph technologyThe correctness of the tachograph technology
and software cannot be checked. However, tachographs are of criticaland software cannot be checked. However, tachographs are of critical
importance in European law enforcement. On the basis of theimportance in European law enforcement. On the basis of the
tachograph files alone, police officers may engage in:tachograph files alone, police officers may engage in:

Download at:Download at:    http://formalvindications.com/http://formalvindications.com/

Analysis of the European tachograph technology with EU transportAnalysis of the European tachograph technology with EU transport
Regulations 3821/85, 799/2016, and 561/06 and their consequences forRegulations 3821/85, 799/2016, and 561/06 and their consequences for
European citizens. The document consists of a comprehensiveEuropean citizens. The document consists of a comprehensive
identification of identification of bugsbugs, , problemsproblems, costly , costly consequencesconsequences, , physicalphysical
impossibilitiesimpossibilities, and , and legal conundrumslegal conundrums related to this particular related to this particular
marriage between technology and law.marriage between technology and law.

Type1 in Decent DesignType1 in Decent Design::    A specification must follow the followingA specification must follow the following
logical-mathematical principles and in particular should belogical-mathematical principles and in particular should be
consistent:consistent:    no contradictions are entailed. A desirable additionalno contradictions are entailed. A desirable additional
property is completeness: the system will decide all situationsproperty is completeness: the system will decide all situations
Type2 in Decent DesignType2 in Decent Design: It must respect computational limits (not: It must respect computational limits (not
exceeding available computation time and memory).exceeding available computation time and memory).
Type3 in Decent DesignType3 in Decent Design: It must follow physical laws.: It must follow physical laws.
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In In Industrial software Homologation:Industrial software Homologation:

Theory and case study Theory and case study we show we show 22 well-22 well-
documented casesdocumented cases where software where software

errors have caused tangible damage inerrors have caused tangible damage in

this domain.this domain.  

Also, we provide a selection of Also, we provide a selection of 3131
instancesinstances in the EU in which human in the EU in which human

intervention was needed to correctintervention was needed to correct

erroneous automatic softwareerroneous automatic software

decisions that led to fines.decisions that led to fines.  


